With Christmas almost upon us, we sat down with our talented Design Ninja
Dennis to hear his personal tips on how to design the ultimate Christmas card for
the holiday season. Dennis shared some valuable insider knowledge on how he
goes about the design process when designing cards for his family and friends.
He highlights that there are five elements that everyone should consider when
beginning to design a Christmas card: style, pictures, text, color, and font.

Style
When you first start with your Christmas card design, one of the most
fundamental things that you need to decide on is what style you would like to
your card to have.
•
•

•

Do you want to create a more traditional Christmas card or would you
rather design something a bit more uncommon?
Do you want to design a Christmas card that is filled with creative
animations or one that uses actual photos of your family, friends, or
colleagues? How about designing a card that has both features?
Do you want your Christmas card to be more text-heavy or picture-filled?

Dennis: “Ultimately, the most important thing to ensure when deciding on the
style of your Christmas card is to let your personality shine through the design.”

Pictures
The pictures you choose to use in your Christmas card will highly depend on the
style that you have selected.
•

•

For example, if you opted to design a Christmas card filled with animations
and you are a big fan of animals, how fun would it be to create an
illustration of your favorite animal wearing a Christmas hat?
On the other hand, if you would like to design a really personal Christmas
card, then how about creating a collage of family pictures? To give your
card that extra Christmas touch, you can also add some nice elements
surrounding these pictures such as snowflakes, Christmas balls, Christmas
sleighs, Christmas trees, reindeers, etc.

Dennis: “Whenever I start designing, I always start with the images before I get to
the messaging. The images have a higher importance for me because they are
what stand out first to your viewers. I then use these images as a base for the text
that I will place.”
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Text
People still generally use the text “Merry Christmas” when designing Christmas
cards. Although this phrase will never go old and fully encapsulates the meaning
of the holiday season, we find that adding a bit more of a personal touch can
help make your card more memorable and appealing. Think carefully about who
will be receiving your Christmas cards and how you would best like to
communicate your season wishes.
Dennis: “I like to find symmetry between my images and text in all of my designs.
If I notice that there are a lot of elements on the right side of a page, I would then
generally try to put the text on the left side in order to make it more balanced and
visually appealing.”

Color
To give your card a real Christmas feeling, you can never go wrong with the
traditional colors: red, white, and green. However, you don’t necessarily have to
limit yourself to these color combinations. Other colors that are perfect for the
Christmas season are black, gold, silver, and blue.
Dennis: “When choosing your color combination, it is best to stay between one
and four colors as this ensures that your card does not come out looking like a
rainbow. Some of my favorite colors are Mexican Red (#AF2337), Dark Tan
(#620B12), Bottle Green (#0B3529), Eucalyptus (#2A876A), Tacha (#D4AE57),
Nile Blue (#184259), and Elephant (#0E2C3F).”

Font Style
Whichever type of card you end up creating, you should also try to incorporate a
Christmas feeling with the font. One of the most common fonts used for
Christmas cards is Hand Lettering. It is a widely used style which really helps to
give that personal touch to your card. We recommend using this font for short
texts as it can sometimes get hard to read depending on your audience. For
longer texts, it is much more recommended to use clear fonts such as Serif or
Guardian Sans.
Dennis: “All of these fonts are pretty great to use in Christmas cards! Some of my
favorite fonts for the Christmas cards are Publico Banner (Bold), Santa Elia Rough
Alt, KG Hand Candy Striped, KG Second Chance Sketch, and Janda as long as you
love me.”
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From the entire Helloprint team, we wish you a Merry Christmas and we hope we
provided you with enough tips and inspiration on how to make the perfect
Christmas card this holiday season.
Now, let’s start designing!

Start Designing
Now!
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